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Abstract—While using online datasets for machine learning
is commonplace today, the quality of these datasets impacts
on the performance of prediction algorithms. One method for
improving the semantics of new data sources is to map these
sources to a common data model or ontology. While semantic
and structural heterogeneities must still be resolved, this provides
a well established approach to providing clean datasets, suitable
for machine learning and analysis. However, when there is a
requirement for a close to real time usage of online data, a
method for dynamic Extract-Transform-Load of new sources
data must be developed. In this work, we present a framework for
integrating online and enterprise data sources, in close to real
time, to provide datasets for machine learning and predictive
algorithms. An exhaustive evaluation compares a human built
data transformation process with our system’s machine generated
ETL process, with very favourable results, illustrating the value
and impact of an automated approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
While most web-based data is freely available from govern-
ment sources, they are not easily integrated with existing enter-
prise systems or datasets. A data warehouse type architecture
provides one solution as it manages cleaning, transformation
and integration of data into data marts. Additionally, a dart
mart or cube is a powerful structure that facilitates OLAP
(OnLine Analytical Processing) to enable scientists and ana-
lysts to extract the precise dataset(s) necessary for analysis.
An Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) architecture is used
to integrate data acquired from different external sources but
this can be an expensive and lengthy process, which must be
completed for every new data source.
Early work on the integration of heterogeneous data sources
[20] focused on the different types of structural and semantic
heterogeneities. These influence how a system can process
and manage data and motivated the need for a common (or
canonical) data model. By transforming data to this common
model, it becomes possible to both manage external data
sources in a homogeneous manner and also to integrate these
data sources where required [19], [24]. More recent work
focused on semantic heterogeneity among data sources [17],
[1], [18], which motivated the need for ontologies to overcome
complex integrations.
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If we consider an ETL system for web data: data acquisition
(Extract) is straightforward but the actual processing of data
requires some level of knowledge regarding data content and
structure. Our approach regards this step as a light-touch
process to enable reading and processing of data. The next
step (Transform) will require a costly and time-consuming
detailed interpretation of source data in order that querying
or integration with other data sources can take place [12]. The
final step (Load) constructs the data mart (multi-dimensional
dataset) for analysis and data mining. The crucial aspect to
this type of architecture is the multi-dimensional data model:
it facilitates the extraction of datasets for analysis and mining,
in a flexible and powerful manner using an OLAP interface.
For this reason, our design decision is to use a star schema
common model [12], and map all external sources directly into
data marts. However, unlike more traditional ETL approaches,
we do not build or populate a data warehouse. Instead, we
develop the warehouse model (schema) which assists the
creation of user-defined data marts [14].
Motivation and Contribution. The goal of this research is
to develop a methodology that integrates new online source
data with existing enterprise or web sources to automate the
creation of new data marts. In order to deliver this process,
it is necessary to build transformation templates for each
data source so that an accurate integration takes place each
time a new source is acquired. However, the creation of each
template can be very time-consuming: more than 4 hours
for each of the 170 sources used in the development of our
common model and vocabulary. In addition, it requires a
common (domain specific) model and companion vocabulary
to interpret the web sources. Our contribution in this paper
is the automated construction of the transformation template
and a robust validation process to ensure accuracy of the
overall ETL process. We will show how this greatly reduces
the time in which new sources are added to data marts and
our experiments demonstrate the accuracy of this approach.
Paper Structure. The remainder of the paper is structured
as follows: in §II, we provide a discussion on state of the
art; in §III, we provide an outline description of our Extract-
Transform-Load architecture which manages new data sources
into data marts; in §IV, we present a detailed description of
the construction of transformation templates; in §V, we present
our evaluation and discussion; and finally in §VI, we conclude
the paper.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
The authors of [3] propose a component-based metadata
scheme that includes a set of controlled vocabulary, based on
the Data Category Registry from International Organization for
Standardization [8], with the purpose of solving the problem
of semantic interoperability. A metadata component is an
atomic field that describes a particular aspect of the data,
e.g. title. Alternatively, a component can recursively contain
other components [4]. The benefits of this approach are
reusability and extensibility as well as providing guidelines
for data structuring. However, this work provides neither a
mechanism to automatically manage new sources nor a star
schema common model to facilitate OLAP.
Procedural metadata refers to the storage of the metadata
of event, condition, and action-based procedures of smart sys-
tems. The authors in [11] provide a proof of concept involving
smart-home case studies, while the authors of [6] discuss the
explicit representation of computational procedures performed
on their data to facilitate data provenance. While we also use
procedural metadata to store transformation functions in the
form of a ruleset, we also provide an approach to processing
new online sources using a multi-dimensional common model
to facilitate OLAP for the generation of customised datasets
and ensure high levels of accuracy.
In a project with some overlap to the work presented here,
the authors propose a configurable approach to creating a
customised data warehouse [10]. This work is on a much larger
scale as its focus is on the design of the overall warehouse and
ETL functionality. However, there are comparisons in that it
does not see the warehouse system as static, but as evolving.
Indeed, their interpretation of configurability sees warehouse
design and construction as building from a common architec-
ture through selection, parameterisation and a synthesising or
integration process. While this work provides a solid motivator
and platform for some aspects to our design, it does not focus
on the specific heterogeneities that make ETL difficult, nor
on solutions to resolves these issues using an automated ETL
approach.
In the work closest to our approach [21], the authors also au-
tomate the process of assigning mappings and transformations
required for the ETL process. In this work, the authors use an
ontology to provide the domain-specific information to drive
the transformation stage of the ETL process. Both this and our
approaches propose an automatic transformation method and
both use a star schema as the target data model. However,
we do not use the more traditional ontology approach as
these are very costly to build and require extensive support
by domain experts. Instead, we construct a more lightweight
domain model and use an extensive analysis of many domain-
specific sources to develop our common vocabulary, which
delivers significant savings.
III. ETL ARCHITECTURE
The goal of our work is to have an ETL system robust
enough to integrate data from previously unseen sources. Our
Fig. 1: ETL workflow
metamodel driven approach comprises three main constructs:
the system data model, which is domain specific; import tem-
plates which provide an outline description of source data; and
transformation templates which manage the complex process
of converting external sources to conform to the system data
model. Fig 1 illustrates the workflow in our ETL system and,
in the rest of this section, we will provide an outline of each
process.
A. Importing a Domain Data Model (Import)
The domain model provides the system with a description
of the system data model: schema facts and dimensions (star
schema). A domain model must be specified in advance
and sufficiently exhaustive to represent new data sources.
For this research, the common agri trade model [16], [13]
was developed after lengthy analysis of 170 agri datasets. In
addition, there is a vocabulary of 9000 terms in the current
version, which are used to assist the schema matching process.
New data sources must conform to the domain data model:
all dimensions found in the source data must be mapped to
an existing dimension in the model, and all measures found
in the source data must be converted to the system format. As
a result, all data marts have the same (sub)set of dimensions
and facts to facilitate the integration process.
B. Data & Metadata Acquisition (Extract & Analyse)
To provide a dynamic ETL, the system must be able to
interpret new data sources. For new sources, a metadata
capture component is necessary while existing sources use
a previously constructed transformation template. Thus, the
Extract component in our ETL system contains both data and
metadata acquisition functions.
When new data sources are acquired, the first step is to
construct an Import Template for each source to enable the
importation of data. As it is not possible to process data at this
point, new source data is stored in a data lake. Our approach
to metadata acquisition involves a component-based approach
similar to [3] and draws from the Dublin Core [5] approach for
the specific components used, wherein a subset of the DCMES
[5] fields will be split into individual components to add struc-
ture. From the subset (Format, Coverage, Subject), the format
of the Import Templates is sufficiently generic to manage any
data source upon initial acquisition. The user generates the
Import Template for each data source. A number of examples
are presented in Table I, where the Import Template contains
the following three key pieces of information:
• Version Metadata. This comprises the data
source (source); the date of most recent version
(scrape_date); the granularity (frequency) and
type of industry (industry).
• Data Mart Management. This is represented as a set of
flags: transform, query, load to indicate the status
of each source file in terms of transformation, retrieval
of data, and whether or not is is ready for user queries
(load). These are ’N’ by default and switch to ’Y’ when
these actions have been completed. The values in Table
I show that while two of the data sources have been
successfully transformed, only comtrade has been loaded
for user query or analysis.
• Source Description. This comprises the number of rows
in the file (num_rows); those columns containing di-
mensional data (dim_col_list); those columns con-
taining measures (fact_col_list); and fields inform-
ing the system how to process the file: header and
skip_rows.
At this point, the values in Table I would report a status N
for the columns transform, query and load as data has
been imported only. The next step requires a Transformation
Template to be created for new sources. This is a far more
lengthy process which is discussed in detail in §IV. Without
this template, the process cannot continue to the next stage,
data transformation, as the system is unable to correctly
interpret source data.
C. Data Transformation (Transform)
This is the process by which source data is mapped to a
target schema and heterogeneities are resolved by providing a
mapping plan for the terms in each source file. It is driven by
a transformation template, the structure of which is illustrated
as follows.
A Transformation Template is a 5-tuple TT
=〈Ss, CDM,St,M,Met〉 where:
• Ss is the set of source schemas, to be imported.
• CDM is the canonical data model with a set of elements
〈D: a set of dimensions d ∈ D, DA: a set of attributes
a ∈ A for each d, DV : a set of values v ∈ V for each
a, F : a set of facts where a fact will have a set of values
v ∈ V 〉.
• St is the set of target schemas where St ⊆ CDM
• M is the suite of functions to map Ss to St:
〈AT, SM,DM,RA〉
– AT : AttributeTyping, an attribute to identify CDM
element as D or F (dimension or fact)
– SM : SchemaMatch, a function to identify St
– DM : DataMap, a function to create the mappings
SO → ST where SO is the source original term and
ST is the standard term from St.
– RA: RuleAssign, a function to assign a measure con-
version rule 〈ID, SO, ST,CONV 〉 where ID is a
unique identifier, SO is the unit to be converted, ST is
the unit to be mapped to, and CONV is the formula
to convert.
• Met is the way M is created: manual or automated.
D. Data Loading and Integration (Integrate)
After the data is transformed, it is first loaded to a single-
source data cube, whose schema is a subset of the (star
schema) domain data model imported during the first step.
This step is outside the scope of the work presented in the
paper.
IV. CONSTRUCTING TRANSFORMATION TEMPLATES
One of the primary goals of our research is to automate the
process of integrating new data sources into the data marts
used for queries and analyses. This can only be delivered if
a mapping plan exists to transform source data into a format
compliant with the system model. As this requires a separate
process for each new data source, we present an automated ap-
proach, comprising four main parts: SchemaMatch, DataMap,
RuleAssign, and Data Preparation.
A. SchemaMatch
The process takes each source element and attempts to
match with an element in the system model. One of 6 results
is possible, where the source element is matched to: 1. A
single domain attribute; 2. A single measure; 3. Multiple
domain attributes; 4. Multiple measures; 5. Both an attribute
and measure; 6. NULL (unmatched). For cases 1 and 2, there
is no action required and the process continues. For cases 3 and
4 (which are quite rare), the system will use the best match,
by matching a set of source attributes against the selected
domains. Any matching errors are detected during validation
for each of the 4 cases. For cases 5 and 6, a human decision
is required to proceed or the result is No Match and the data
associated with those attributes will not form part of the final
data mart.
Given a blank Transformation Template (TT) with
fields attr_type, rule, source_original,
TABLE I: Example Import Templates
scrape date source frequency industry transform query load num rows header skip rows dim col list fact col list
10-01-2019 comtrade monthly meat Y Y Y 7655 0 0 2,5,6,8,9,7,12,13 10,11
26-02-2018 kepak daily meat Y Y N 5000 0 0 0,1,2,3,4,5 6,7,8,9
11-12-2018 usda monthly meat N N N 59028 0 0 1,2,3,4,5,9,8,12 11,10
standard_term, dimension and dim_attr, a
ruleset R, an agri vocabulary O, a common data model
CDM and a dataset with a set of attributes A= {a1, ..., an}
and values V= {v1, ..., vn} for each attribute, Algorithm 1
shows how TT will be populated. Attribute types and brief
descriptions are listed at the start of the algorithm.
In lines 1-21, SchemaMatch sees a dimension and its
attributes obtained from the common model and added to the
Template. In lines 5-7, if an attribute raises one of the types
of ambiguity mentioned above (cases 5 or 6), the user can
intervene (or not). In lines 19 to 21, a new row for each data
attribute is added to the template.
In lines 9-18, the source attribute is verified using the
vocabulary to determine if it is a dimension or a measure
(AttributeTyping), and the canonical term is subsequently
retreived from the domain model. If the attribute is a measure,
the dimension and dim_attr fields are left blank (lines
11 and 12); if it is a dimension, these fields are filled with
canonical terms from the common model (lines 15-18). The
same dimension and attribute are added for each value in lines
32 and 33 during the Data Mapping phase.
B. DataMap
The goal of DataMap is to complete the creation of the
template with precise data values from the source data and
generate a mapping and target location for these values. This
is an important process as star schemas contain dimensional
attribute values (metadata) which may update the existing
dimensions. For example, if no data exists for April in 2019,
then the value April for the month attribute may not exist in
the dimension. When a new source contains a sales value of
10,000 for the month of April, the sales value is written as
fact data, and the value of April is written as dimensional
data. This second step is unnecessary if April already exists in
the dimension. The mapping process is driven by the domain
model and assisted by a vocabulary of approximately 9000
terms. The DataMap process is captured in lines 22-41.
Between lines 24-30, the system uses the vocabulary to find
a canonical term in the data model to which the value v can
be mapped. This step sets the standard_term attribute to
the appropriate canonical term. If that attribute is not found,
the NULL value assigned at line 28 is detected during a later
step, indicating an (user) action is required. In lines 38 to 41, a
new row is added to the template for each dimensional value.
C. RuleAssign
In lines 34-36, if the value is a unit of measure, the system
retrieves a conversion ruleset to enable a conversion for the
measure data. This returns an ID of the rule so the formula
can be used during the transformation process. An example of
a conversion rule is shown in Example 4.1 where the source
data records the measure as Ton but as the canonical measure
is KG, each value is multiplied by 1,000.
Example 4.1: Ton KG Sample Rule
Rule = {rule id:1,source original:Ton,standard term:KG,
conversion: x′ = x ∗ 1000}
The output of the Data Mapping processes is a fully
constructed Transformation Template, the first three instances
of which are shown in Example 4.2.
Example 4.2: Transformation Template
TT = {{attr type:D,fact rule id:null,source original:Ireland,
Rep of. ,standard term:IRELAND,dimension:dim geo,dim
attr:geo},{attr type:F,fact rule id:null,source original:weight,
standard term: trade weight,dimension:null,dim attr:null},
{attr type:D,fact rule id:1,source original:ton,standard term:
KG, dimension:dim unit,dim attr:unit},...}
D. Data Preparation
The final step in Transformation is the creation of a ready-
to-load file (a set of values and their locations), which is used
in the Load step to populate the data mart.
V. EVALUATION
As the goal of our work is to integrate unseen data
sources into our data marts, the main contribution of the
work presented here is in the automated creation of the
transformation templates for each data source. Without these
constructs, automated processing is not possible. However,
there is significant overhead in their creation. Thus, the goal
of this evaluation is to compare both the speed and accuracy
of our automated approach with a manual process. We will
begin be describing the experimental setup, then present the
results across a number of parameters, before concluding with
our interpretation on what the results mean.
A. Experiment Setup
To setup a manual validation, we engaged three participants
of varying levels of expertise in the areas of databases, data
engineering and ETL, using tools built using Microsoft Excel
and MySQL. The data sources described below were used
for the evaluation. As the users were not familiar with the
domain, this would add to time taken to create templates.
Thus, for these experiments, sources were chosen that had
low dimensionality and were not overly large in size.
• The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
[23] publishes Agri trade data figures. We extracted
international trade of meat products, capturing weight and
currency values, with 10 columns of data and 4,999 rows.
• StatCan [22] is the Canadian National Statistics agency
and publishes economic, social and census data. From this
source, we extracted a dataset on the international trade
of meat products, with 9 columns of data and 2,559 rows.
Algorithm 1 Construct Transformation Template
TT will have the following attributes:
attr type: D(dimension) or F(fact);
fact rule id: Reference to measure conversion rule;
source original: Term in data source file;
standard term: Term converted to;
dimension: Domain model’s dimension name;
dim attr: Domain model’s dimension attribute.
1: function CONSTRUCT(A, R, TT, O, CDM)
2: for a ∈ A do
3: source_original← a
4: get a′ from O
5: if |a′| > 1 then
6: Request user input
7: end if
8: standard_term← a′
9: if AttributeTyping(a.measure) = True then
10: attr_type← F
11: dimension← null
12: dim_attr← null
13: else
14: attr_type← D
15: get dimension cdm from CDM
16: get dim attr cdm from CDM
17: dimension← dimension cdm
18: dim_attr← dim attr cdm
19: row = [dim_attr,source_original,
20: standard_term,dimension,dim_attr]
21: TT = TT+row
22: get a.V
23: for v ∈ V do
24: source_original← v
25: try
26: get v′ from O
27: catch v′ = null
28: standard_term← null
29: finally
30: standard_term← v′
31: end try
32: dimension← dimension cdm
33: dim_attr← dim attr cdm
34: if dimension cdm=dim_unit then
35: get rule_id from R
36: fact_rule_id← rule_id
37: end if
38: row = [attr_type,fact_rule_id,
39: source_original,standard_term,
40: dimension,dim_attr]
41: TT = TT+row
42: end for
43: end if
44: end for
45: return TT
46: end function
TABLE II: Time taken to build templates
tester source build time row count
M1 USDA 105 mins 304
M1 Statcan 31 mins 228
M1 Bord Bia 55 mins 1825
M1 Total 191 mins 2357
M2 USDA 215 mins 304
M2 Statcan 112 mins 230
M2 Bord Bia 25 mins 1218
M2 Total 352 mins 1752
M3 USDA 36 mins 307
M3 Statcan 35 mins 230
M3 Bord Bia 37 mins 1218
M3 Total 108 mins 1755
system USDA 3 secs 304
system Statcan 5 secs 231
system Bord Bia 3 secs 1218
system Total 11 secs 1753
• Bord Bia [2] is the Irish Food Board, promoting Irish
food sales and horticulture, publishing prices of dairy,
pigs etc. We extracted a historical pig price dataset with
5 columns and 24,999 rows of data.
The process for constructing mappings for multidimensional
data can be complex and time consuming as a mapping must
be created for every unique dimensional value. In other words,
if (in an unlikely case), the USDA source contained a single
data item (fact) for each dimensional value, the transformation
template would have 4,999 instances. Thus, it is not simply
a case of 10 instances to correspond to the 10 columns of
data. This example highlights why it is not scalable to hand
craft these templates for every new source. Indeed, a template
cannot be reused except where dimensional data is identical
in a previous template.
B. Multi-test Results
The key metrics for this evaluation are speed, measured
in seconds and minutes, and accuracy, determined by a do-
main expert who examined both the manual and automated
templates after the experiment and calculated an accuracy
percentage for each of the attributes of the templates seen
in Algorithm 1. In the following results tables, user M1 is a
relative beginner in the tools needed for this experiment, M2
is an intermediate level and M3 is an expert.
Template Creation Times. Table II presents the time
required for each participant to construct each transformation
template (build time) and the number of mapping instances
(row count) created for each template. Accuracy is not con-
sidered at this point as we aim to highlight the time savings by
the system-based approach. As expected, the system performs
quickest and the expert user was quickest among the 3 testers.
Template Accuracy. For this part of the evaluation, an Agri
data domain expert created a set of transformation templates
for the data sources, using the same manual process and the
canonical model as the testers, but in this case, also had the
additional use of the system vocabulary. This set of templates
is regarded as 100% accurate for the purpose of this evaluation.
In Table III, the accuracy of each template for each par-
ticipant when compared to the system generated templates,
TABLE III: Template Accuracy
Tester Source Attr. Type Rule ID Standard Term Dimension Dim. Attr. Overall
M1 USDA 3.29% 0% 85.85% 100% 100%
M1 Statcan 3.95% 0% 92.98% 98.68% 98.68%
M1 Bord Bia 0.41% 0% 88.51% 100% 100%
AVG 2.55% 0 % 89.11% 99.56% 99.56% 58.16%
M2 USDA 100% 50% 96.05% 99.67% 99.34%
M2 Statcan 99.57% 50 % 98.7% 98.27% 98.27%
M2 Bord Bia 100% 100% 99.92% 99.92% 99.92%
AVG 100% 66.67% 98.22% 99.28% 99.18% 92.64%
M3 USDA 100% 0% 100% 45.4% 45.4%
M3 Statcan 99.57% 0% 97.84% 99.13% 99.57%
M3 Bord Bia 100% 0% 100% 100% 99.92%
AVG 99.85% 0% 99.28% 81.51% 81.63% 72.45%
system USDA 100% 50% 99.01% 80.59% 80.59%
system Statcan 99.57% 100% 99.13% 74.89% 99.57%
system Bord Bia 100% 0% 99.92% 100% 100%
AVG 99.86% 50% 99.35% 85.16% 93.39% 85.55%
is shown. For each source data file, testers were required to
extract the full set of the attribute names and the unique list
of all dimensional values. Each of these terms will be called
a source original term. For each source original term, the
participants populated the attributes shown in Table III, where
Attr. Type denotes whether the term is a Dimension (D)
or Fact (F); Fact Rule ID is the unique identifier of a
rule (they had access to the ruleset) for converting measure
data based on the unit of measure; Standard Term is the
specific dimensional value to which the source original term
is mapped; Dimension is the dimension from the canonical
data model where the Standard Term is found; and Dim.
Attr. is the specific dimensional attribute. The accuracy
(i.e. percentage of correct values) for each of these attributes is
presented in Table III, along with an overall average accuracy,
weighted by the number of rows in the template.
C. Analysis and Insights
It is clear that there were some errors in the accuracy of
both the participants and the automated system. Categorizing
the accuracy errors, one of the following cases may emerge,
each with its own fix.
• Case 1: A one-off mistake where a single participant
assigned an incorrect model term to the source term.
The fix is to edit the template before using it in the
transformation process, adjusting the standard terms to
correct canonical model terms.
• Case 2: All test participants assigned a wrong standard
term for the source term. This should be examined to see
if this is in fact multiple Case 1’s, in which case the fix
is the same.
• Case 2a: All participants assigned a wrong standard term
to the source original term and it was not multiple Case
1’s. This would require a fix in the vocabulary.
• Case 3: Participants could not find a mapping for a term
because it did not exist. This required a post-validation
update to the vocabulary.
• Case 3a: Participants could not find a mapping for a
source unit of measure because it did not exist. This
requires an extension to the ruleset.
The errors are not of equal severity. For example, a trans-
formation template may be less than 100% accurate but only
the attribute names were incorrectly mapped, while the values
of the attribute were correctly mapped. If the attribute name
is not what is expected, it will have consequences for how
the final data cube is queried but will not affect the reliability
of the query result. However, an incorrect value will generate
incorrect results.
Although the automated system-built templates system did
not provide 100% accuracy, it performed better than expected,
giving an overall accuracy rating of 85.55% as shown in
Table III. This compares favourably with the accuracy ratings
of the two more experienced participants. When one also
considers the time savings shown in Table II, the fact that the
system achieves these levels of accuracy and takes between 3-5
seconds to produce each template, compared to human efforts
of 25-215 minutes, offers solid validation when considering
the high volumes of streams available for agri data.
It is interesting to note in Tables II and III the differences in
the speed and accuracy between the human participants. For
example, M3 (the expert participant) had a lower accuracy than
the intermediate tester, M2 - 72.45% as opposed to 92.64%
- but was considerably faster. The intermediate user, M2,
while slower, was more diligent with the highest accuracy.
The beginner, M1, was faster than M2 but these templates
had most errors. Meanwhile, the system was obviously the
fastest approach, with higher accuracy than 2 of the 3 testers.
When creating the template for USDA, our system ran into
an issue of term ambiguity that it solved incorrectly. It was
presented with a term that may have been one of two domain
attributes (Case 3 in §IV-A) and incorrectly mapped this term
to the wrong dimension. This lowered the overall accuracy for
this source and was the reason why the system did not beat
the human users, as both the Dimension and Dim. Attr.
fields were wrong. For Bord Bia, the system did not run into
this ambiguity. For Statcan, it did but in this case made the
correct mapping for Dim. Attr. Improving the system’s ability
to cope with ambiguity will form part of future work.
This term ambiguity was the main cause of any errors in
the manually built templates and the sole cause of any errors
in the automated templates. Some additional causes of errors
in the manual versions included:
• Term duplication: The transformation templates should
be a unique list of terms and their matches; two out of
three human participants produced templates containing
duplicates.
• Users may also accidentally omit terms that should be in-
cluded in the template. This, as well as term duplication,
can be seen in Table II where the row count differs
between users.
• The participants occasionally missed a step in the con-
structing of the templates.
• Participants making an incorrect guess.
Overall, the accuracy of the automated approach to building
templates compared favourably with those manually built by
people with high levels of skill in the areas of data ware-
housing and ETL. They also performed well when compared
with a gold standard, while reducing the time spent on build
time from hours to seconds. A more detailed account of the
evaluation and an extended analysis of experiments can be
found at [15].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Often, data mining algorithms rely on data which is both
current and accurate, acquired from sources outside their
organisation. This presents time challenges to analysts in terms
of the processing and preparation of data. Domain areas such
as agriculture are heavily dependent on the most current data
as decisions are often made based upon events in the last
24 hours. Often, new data sources are identified which will
provide greater accuracy to decision making but the addition
of new sources requires time and the appropriate expertise for
proper integration. In this paper, we presented an automated
approach to the acquisition of new data for analysts. Using a
domain model with an extended vocabulary, it is possible to
almost fully automate the acquisition of new sources to enable
the construction of new or extended data marts for use in data
mining algorithms. Our experiments show a high degree of
accuracy for construction of ETL supporting templates within
3-5 seconds for each template. Our current extensions to this
work focuses on the validation of multi-source cubes where
challenges with missing data require a probabilistic approach
to query answering.
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